
How do you 
support young adults 
so that �nancial and 

employment insecurity 
of the creative industry 

doesn’t a�ect their 
choices

● Delivering work
● Providing opportunities
● Insecurity of employment 
(it’s hard to attract people from
less privileged background) 

● Importance of relatable role models
● Need to employ people from diverse 
   backgrounds in culture and arts
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● Cross-sectoral partnerships
● ‘No voice too small’
● Bring key stakeholders together
● Collaborative marketing
● Practical learning
● Bridge network ending in March 
- how can councils support LCEPs?

● Education is a human right
● A right to experience the singular
   transformative power of arts & culture
● Development cycle: engagement, 
   learning, action, leadership 
● Arts and culture changes lives

Piloting codesign 
and codelivery of 

education and carrying 
this all way through

Training 
teachers to teach 

children about 
local buildings 

and life

● Creating building/space that o�ers 
   training, performance, recording...
● All generated money is commercial
● Culture as a golden thread, runnning 
   through everything the council does
● Providing for people locally
● Identify ways to remove barriers

● Skills
● Vocational training
● Hands-on experience
● Learning opportunities
   (research, work experience)

Access to 
data on the uptake was 

eye-opening. A large 
percentage of children 

aren’t participating 
in culture outside 

of school

Data is 
closely protected 

because of funding regimes, 
but we need to be better 

at sharing and not see 
bene�ciaries as a box 

to tick

Who is 
missing 

out?

Relatability could give 
young people con�dence, 
and con�dence could help 

them to go into areas 
outside of their cultural 

comfort zone

Children don’t 
look past �ve 
miles radius

It has to happen locally

Have we got the right

We don’t know what we don’t know

cultural education?

Organisations 
need to open to 
apprenticeship

Whatever you 
do between ages 14-18 

is in�uencing how 
you’ll succeed 

in life

Lower-income 
families have 
less access to

extra-curricular 
activities

Tendency to be risk-averse

We don’t want to be 
stuck in 19th Century 
model that is not �t 

for purpose

How do we 
help young people 

of a diverse variety see 
themselves in creative 

careers pathways?

One trained 
teacher can 

impact multiple 
cohorts of chidren 

over time

How can we use data 
better to support the work

What would help to address inequality of 
access to cultural education, particularly 
among lower socio-economic groups?

Creative sector is mistakenly seen 
as the preserve of the middle classes

How can local authorities help to change 
this perception and open up opportunities 
to people from diverse backgrounds?

Children relate 
better to local 
heritage. They 
feel a sense of 

ownership 

much more collaboration
much more sharing

Fully repair 
skill gaps Councils are the 

legitimate convener 
of place and can 

bring together local 
cultural partnerships

Identify the need to 
unlock the potential 
of arts and culture as 
drivers for economic 

growth and to generate 
pride, identity and 

creativy in local 
communities

Champions culture
on highest level

create a networks of change

across a region

● Identify needs and priorities in an area
● Better communication between sectors
● Collective power in seeking funding
● Power of regular conversations
● Incidental conversation - ‘let’s try 
   this in a di�erent way’

● 10% of gross pro�t reinvested
● Opening up to local community
● Collective power in seeking funding
● Sharing touring stage
● Engaging people

The focus on STEM 
in schools has a�ected 

creative subjects, 
particularly post 

pandemic

Before the pandemic, 
the creative industries 
grew at four time the 
rate of the rest of the 

UK economy


